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As the ever dutiful daughter at her father's prestigious real estate firm, Frankie Jordan never mixes

business with pleasure. But after meeting her new client, Derek Block, her sexual fantasies have

turned into intense cravings. This animalistic man has become the object of her desire. Only she

can't have him. Derek Block is so close to finally getting revenge against the man who tried to

destroy him. But after one meeting with Frankie Jordan, his focus is gone. He needs to be inside

her, to worship her submissive body until she screams. And then his dick needs to stay the hell

away from her...but it has a mind of its own. This is The Unblocked Collection, which includes all five

novellas.
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Review at BadAndDirtyBooksDamn!! This was such a good and an amazing read. I'm so glad I

waited for the whole collection to be released, because I know I would have gone crazy waiting for

the next episodes. It was that good!But waiting for the collection to be released was also a test. I

kept seeing teasers and reviews everywhere and they said the same thing. Hot! Amazing! Erotic! A

Must Read!And I AGREE! I just loved and adored both Frankie and Derek. Equally as much. Their

strength, passion and love for their job, family, friends and each other was what captured me. And it

didn't let me go until I reached the final page.Their heat and lust for each other was flawlessly

written and I had to take a break at times. It was so erotic and I could feel their lust jump off from the

pages. From the first page I was captured and intrigued. Frankie is a heroine I just loved. So strong,

sympathetic and really just a good person all around. True to herself, her needs and beliefs. Her



relationship with Brea and Anna was beautiful, heartwarming and touching. Loved their scenes

together and I could feel they shared a lot of history.Derek Block. What a down to earth, real and

loyal man. I couldn't get enough of him. His appearance was so sexually written. I could feel

Frankie's attraction. He's just as loyal to family and friends as Frankie is. I love the different sides he

shows Frankie. He can go from very demanding in a very sexual way to be this loving and caring

man. Who's going to be there whenever he's needed. Marni Mann knows how to write a compelling

and interesting story with a lot of tension and heat. I didn't expect to be moved and sit with tears in

my eyes but I was so invested in the characters and their story. I was obsessed and devoured every

page and didn't want it to end.Marni Mann is definitely an author I'm going to be following. This was

just perfection all around.5 BadAssDirtyAndALotOfLoveStars

I loved the story about Derek and Frankie.. There were secrets from the past, people from the past

with means lots of drama. I love stories like this. Because of past relationships, they both fight their

love for each other. He is a builder and she is a real estate agent so they work together. Can they

work and have a relationship together? Can Derek get past his "one and done" to build a

relationship with Frankie? You should read it to find out..

I love this collection! Derek and his beard (sigh). Lucky Frankie!! Marni Mann sure knows how to

write a story.

Who knew flannel could be so sexy? Not this girl! But damn Derek Block is a sexy, panty melting,

flannel wearing God!! This series was the hottest I have ever read! The passion between Derek and

Frankie is off the charts and even though they fight it, it is obvious they are meant to be. But will

they see that for themselves? Sexy, angsty and romantic I couldn't get enough of these

books!Another 5 star read from this super talented author!

I absolutely love love this Series. These books were such and addiction. Brought out so many

emotions. It was smoking hot, angst, tear jerker and damn swoony.... Derek was just the Type of

Alpha male that I love and Frankie was a strong powerful woman but still new how to submit. I loved

her soft side. She really steals ur heart....

What an incredible journey of love. Both have been hurt, both have experienced loose, and both

have closed themselves off from their emotions. You get front row seats watching Frankie and



Derek give each other a chance. It was a book I'm glad I read. It was HOT, but it also had depth to

it.

Off the charts HOT! An excellent series with a hot and steamy Derek Block and a sassy spitfire

Frankie Jordan. They were so freaking hot! There was the perfect amount of drama and intrigue.

Oh, and did I mention the sexy times were off the chain HOT? A definite must read.This is the first

time I've read anything from this author and I will definitely go back for more!!

What a HOT series! Loved this story a lot.....I laughed out loud and cried a little too. This series has

it all.
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